We give lower bounds on the maximum genus of a graph in terms of its connectivity and Betti number. These bounds are tight for all possible values of edge-connectivity and vertex-connectivity and for both simple and non-simple graphs. We give the structure of graphs achieving these bounds. The use of Nebesk y's characterization of maximum genus gives us shorter proofs of known results as well as a new result in the non-simple case.
Introduction
We study embeddings of graphs in surfaces with a large number of handles.
The graphs G are allowed to have loops and multiple edges. If these are forbidden we say the graph is simple. The surfaces are orientable. In particular, S g denotes the orientable surface of genus g formed by adding g handles to a
sphere. The embeddings are cellular, that is, the complement S g ? G is the disjoint union of open 2-cells.
Suppose that G is a connected graph with v vertices and e edges embedded with f faces on a surface of genus g. The Euler-Poincar e formula asserts that v ?e+f = 2?2g. The Betti number (G) is de ned as 1?v +e. Combining these two formulas gives f ? 1 = ? 2g. Our goal is to nd the maximum genus of G, M (G), which is the maximum value of g over all embeddings of G. The maximum genus g corresponds to the minimum number of faces f.
Since every embedding has at least one face, f ? 1 (or equivalently ? 2g) measures how far the embedding is from the ideal. We call this quantity the de ciency of the embedding. The de ciency of G, (G) , is the minimum de ciency over all possible embeddings, and so (G) = (G) ? 2 M (G). The de ciency of G is always the same parity as the Betti number of G. In particular, an embedding of a graph with odd Betti number always has at least two faces. A graph with de ciency 0 or 1 is called upper embeddable.
In this paper we give lower bounds N on the maximum genus of graphs in various classes C de ned by the graph's Betti number and edge-connectivity. These results can be rephrased as \Every graph in C has an embedding in a surface with at least N handles". We also get analogous results for Betti number and vertex-connectivity. These classes have been examined before 1, 2, 3] . In most cases we give new proofs of known results; in one case the result is new.
The primary tool used to bound the maximum genus is Nebesk y's The- 
The Results
We state and prove our results giving upper bounds on the de ciency of graphs with a particular Betti number and connectivity. We then translate these results to give lower bounds on the maximum genus. We need several observations before proceeding.
First, note that if G has a vertex v of degree one, then M (G?v) = M (G). If v is of degree two, then we can replace its two incident edges with a single edge joining the other two incident vertices. This does not change the maximum genus, but can turn a simple graph into a non-simple one. Since simple and non-simple graphs behave di erently, the statements of our results are cleaner if we forbid degree two vertices. Hence we require that our graphs are of minimum degree at least three. 
We are now ready for our main result.
Theorem 2 Let G be a graph of minimum degree at least three. Then upper bounds on the de ciency (G) are given in following table. The rows correspond to edge-connectivity k = 1; 2; 3, or 4. The same bounds hold where k is the vertex-connectivity and are achieved by graphs of arbitrarily large Betti number.
Proof: We prove the upper bounds for k-edge-connected graphs G. Since kvertex-connected implies k-edge-connected, the bounds also hold for vertexconnectivity. We achieve the bounds with k-vertex-connected graphs, so the bounds are best possible in both cases. The proof has ve main cases. unless (G) = 3 or 5, hence the two excluded cases. One way to achieve the above bound is to replace every vertex of a 3-connected simple graph with a triangle so that every vertex is of degree three.
Here the set A corresponds to all of the original edges in the graph. This example shows that the bound is best possible in all three classes.
3: The next case is when G is simple and connected, rst done in 2]. As before, we need to show that (G; A) ( (G) ? 2)=2 for every pair (G; A). 
(G)=2 (G)=2
We note that our table is slightly di erent than the one in 1] where, for example, they give the lower bound d (G)=3e for the maximum genus of 2-edge-connected simple graphs of minimum degree at least 3. Both bounds are tight. They are achieved only for graphs with (G) congruent to one modulo three, when the bounds are the same.
